APPROVED PROCESSORS - F/A-22 PROGRAM - DELIVERABLE

If this contract is for either;

1. Buyer design goods and the drawing identifies Military Specifications (MIL-STD, ETC.) or Buyer/F/A-22 process specification (BAC, 5PTPXXX) or;
2. Seller design goods for which Buyer established performance requirements by specification control document / drawing or source control document drawing and that document / drawing identifies a Buyer/F/A-22 process specification (BAC, 5PTPXXX)

Then the Seller must be listed as an approved processor or shall use approved processors listed in D1-4426, "Boeing Approved Process Sources ". In addition, if goods are designed as fracture or durability critical the Seller must be listed as an approved processor/supplier and all subcontract processors shall also be listed in 5PD90505, "Approved Boeing F/A-22 Supplier/Processor Listing".

The packing sheet or attachment accompanying each shipment must reference the processes accomplished and the name of the D1-4426 or 5PD90505 listed processor(s) who accomplished the processing. Buyer approval of any processor shall not relieve Seller or Seller’s obligation and liabilities under contract. Seller shall obtain a copy of D1-4426 or 5PD90505 from Buyer's Authorized Procurement Representative.